
 

From December last year to March this year, we have been
continuously selling our strawberry products: Strawberry Daifuku and
Strawberry Mille Feuille. We have implemented a pre-order system and
only sell a limited quantity of ready-made products. We also utilize
differential pricing. Pre-order customers enjoy special discounts, and
we also organize a loyalty card program: Customers receive one point
for every purchase over 500 yuan, and after accumulating five points,
they can redeem one package of Strawberry Mille Feuille.
In addition, we promote our products through influential figures on
campus, increasing awareness. During break times, we also visit offices
to promote to teachers, ensuring that strawberries are present
everywhere on campus. In the end, we sold a total of 266 boxes of
Daifuku and 150 packages of Mille Feuille.

The sales review after the completion 
of our team's activities

The following is the sales
analysis chart of our team：

At the beginning of practical sales, there were some issues regarding
delivery due to it being our first time implementing pre-orders. Since
our team did not notify consumers in advance about the delivery
schedule, it often resulted in consumers not being present on
campus, causing the Daifuku to exceed their shelf life. To address
this, our team implemented a solution by requesting consumers'
friends to assist with the collection, minimizing the risk of Daifuku
expiration. 011223孫珮瑜 011224徐婕綾 011236鄭采妮















貳巷貓弄-探討貓咪咖啡廳
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D i s c u s s  t h e  p u r p o s e  a n d  r e a s o n  o f  g o i n g  t o  " c a f e "

I n t r o d u c t i o n
This study is to explore which coffee shop the public prefers to go to. Taking Louisa, 85°C and Starbucks as the 
research subjects, the literature analysis is used to analyze the individual profiles of the three coffee shops, and 
then the Internet questionnaire is used to survey the public. The coffee shop you like to go to, what activities you 
are interested in in this coffee shop, why you like to go there, and do research on the satisfaction degree of the 
service, price, and corporate image of the coffee shop, and draw conclusions and suggestions from the 
responses in the form. suggestion.
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LIN,YU-TING           011420
LIU,CHING-JUNG  011431
LAI,PEI-CHUN        011436
HSU,CHIEH-LUN   011407

Research on Duty-Free Goods
&Duty-Free Shops

Increase the diversity of duty-free products.
Allow duty-free shops to operate 24 hours a day.
Collaborate with charitable organizations to
handle perishable goods.

Duty-free shops, favored by travelers, provide
discounted products and a wide variety of choices.
They suffered a significant revenue decline during the
three-year COVID-19 pandemic but are now gradually
bouncing back as travel resumes.

Suggest
1.
2.
3.Collaborate with charitable organizations to

handle perishable goods.
3.
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Mr. Tong Tzu-Hsien, Chairman of Pegavision Optical, stated, "Pegavision's new
product has obtained the EU CE certification, and our astigmatism contact lenses

have received approval from the US FDA."
With over a hundred contact lens brands worldwide, how has Pegavision, as a

domestic Taiwanese contact lens company, gained recognition in the international
market? How has it gradually won over consumers and made them choose

Pegavision?
Our team has analyzed Pegavision's strengths, weaknesses, and trends of

development through the following four methods. Based on our analysis, we have
identified specific areas where Pegavision needs to strengthen and have the

following recommendations
 

Increasing Product Uniqueness: Differentiating from other brands to attract more consumers.
Product Enhancement: Reducing dryness to ensure consumer comfort during usage.
Special Student Discounts: Offering discounted prices for students upon presenting their student ID.
Cross-industry Collaboration: Increasing brand exposure by forming alliances with other industries,
allowing more consumers to discover Pegavision.
Customization Options: Introducing customizable products to meet the unique needs of consumers.
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Gogoro 2015
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With the progress of the times and the rise of environmental awareness,  the market
share of electric motorcycles is increasing.  Therefore, old gasoline motorcycles were

gradually phased out.  Besides, there are fewer and fewer oil resources on the planet.
So, the government then began to promote electric vehicles fueled by electricity, 

this also gives consumers more choices in their purchases.
Gogoro founder Horace Luke (2015) mentioned:

Don't innovate for money, but for influence!
Although, the push for electric motorcycles is on the high side in price,

 the environmental protection and benefits in use are definitely better than ordinary
gasoline motorcycles. And its innovations have reached a certain influence in this

generation as well as create new situations. Therefore, we decided to use the theme of
electric motorcycles to explore the advantages and disadvantages of various aspects of

electric motorcycles and the differences between them by other motorcycles, 
and to study the relevant business analysis.
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The introdution of  our work
DO  YOU RIDE TODAY? 

TAKE GOGORO AS AN EXAMPLE

Gogoro

4P
ANALYSIS

SWOT
ANALYSIS

POTER FIVE
FORCE

ANALYSIS

PSET
ANALYSIS

Consumer questionnaires 
Survey satisfaction

Target: All Taiwan consumers

Conclusions and
recommendations


